ABOUT SECURITY FILM TECHNOLOGY
Our mission is premier window security and energy savings to make the best protection affordable. This
requires using the best film available, not in our opinion, but certifiably the best.
There is only one film that passes all the requirements of the Miami Dade County Florida Protocol 201 /
203 – Parran Security Film®. These are the de facto standards across the country.
We do not sell any film less than 8 mil thickness (200 micron) because this is the required thickness to
meet the Miami Dade County Florida 201 /203 standard. While we have 2 mil privacy film for
bathrooms that we do install, it is not sold as anything but privacy film. Unlike some "competitors", we
do not substitute 4,5 or 6 mil film for 8 mil even though the untrained consumer would not perceive a
difference - until hurricane day or burglary attempts occurs. There are few secrets in window security
industry but many inconvenient deceptions. This is one - how to be the "low bidder" - substitute lesser
quality materials. By virtue of the best warranty in the business - 12 years for commercial and life-time
for residential - we won't necessarily be the lowest cost. But we will be the best value for your dollar.
Remember, you pay the price for a purchase only one time, but you pay the cost everyday if it doesn’t
perform its required function. And best of all, Parran Security Film® will, by virtue of energy savings,
rapidly repay over time your investment in Parran Security Film®. We can estimate that for you as part
of our no-cost quote.
There is no other product on the market like Parran Security Film® that will secure your home from
burglary and weather, block ultraviolet (UV, A&B), and infrared light, protecting you and your
possessions from sun destruction , while lowing your energy costs and giving your windows a pleasing
glare-free look.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Parran Security Film® offers a fixed price quote on some or all of your windows free of charge. The
measurement of your windows typically takes about 30 minutes, slightly longer for larger homes. We
will then email you your quote, with a follow-up phone call. There is no charge for this service, and we
will, if requested, also do a complimentary energy savings audit to give you an estimate of the payback
you can expect on your cooling and heating bill when you have Parran Security Film® installed in your
home. Depending upon sun angles, home orientation, type and number of windows, the savings are
roughly 30% of your cooling bill for typical installations, often more. (I have my home energy bills and its
performance I can share with you!) And what about your hurricane and burglary protection? Parran
Security Film® covers that too! All with a life time manufacturer's warranty! One product, three
benefits, and all at an affordable price.

